Scenes from the AGD

- Vito Verrusa of DentalVibe (booth No. 241) demonstrates the DentalVibe comfort injection system for Dr. Kimberly Pitts, left, as Dr. Dava Dickson looks on.

- Why stop at buying dental products and equipment? You are in Detroit after all. Take a look at the cars on display and maybe purchase one of them to take home as well.

- Carl Holmes, George Eberhardt and John Lawrence, members of John Lawrence’s Trio, entertain the crowds in the exhibit hall with jazz music on Thursday.

- Dental team members Mona Wilson, from left, Courtney Cardew, Heather Cupit, Wendy McCarty and Sarah Franco stop for a second before heading off to explore the AGD Annual Meeting & Exhibits.

- Dr. Fares M. Elias, former AGD president, cuts the ribbon Thursday afternoon, officially declaring the exhibit hall open.

- AverySandford (at booth No. 604) wants to tell you all about this year’s Greater New York Dental Meeting, happening from Nov. 28 to Dec. 3.

- Dan O’Donohue, left, and Larry Stohler invite you to check out all the telescopes and LED headlight systems available at the Designs For Vision booth, No. 501.

- Find the AGF Foundation Silent Auction Fundraiser outside of Oakland Hall. Items up for bid include a handcrafted knife, St. Louis Cardinals baseball tickets and U.S. Navy Dental Corps anniversary coins.

- Stop by the Glidewell booth, No. 203, and say hello to Monica Diaz, left, and Katherine White.